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Abstract  
This paper looked at the issues in sport and physical activity as a result of Covid-19 Pandemic. 

Sport is seen as an activity involving physical exertion and skill in which an individual or 

team competes against another or others for entertainment, while physical activity is  any 

bodily movement produced by skeletal muscles that requires energy expenditure, it 

encompasses all activities at any intensity performed during any time of day or night. COVID-

19 is a highly transmittable and pathogenic viral infection caused by severe acute respiratory 

syndrome coronavirus 2 (SAR- CoV-2). In looking at the issues of  sports and physical 

activity as a result of COVID-19 pandemic, this paper highlighted the evolution of sport at the 

beginning of time, where in France 15,300 years ago cave painting depict sprinting and 

wrestling, and also sports in the 21st Century. The historical background of physical activity 

was about how it started from the dawn of mankind to around 10,000 BC, when men started 

jumping, running and dancing for fitness, unconsciously. The emergence of  COVID-19 

pandemic revealed it started in Wuhan in the Hubei region of China, and gradually spread to 

all parts of the world by humans. The interface between COVID-19 and sports revealed the 

impact that the pandemic had on sports, also the interface between COVID-19 and physical 

activity examine  how the pandemic affected physical actively worldwide. Therefore, the 

issues of sport as a result of the pandemic are, postponement of the Olympics and major 

international, national and local competitions worldwide, loss of jobs, crumbling of  sport 

industry, loss of billions of dollars contracts, and loss of huge revenue on ticket sales as well 

as closure of all stadium, sports academy, fitness centres and host of other sports related 

industry. Also  inclusive  are  death and disability of some coaches and athletes due to 

contacting the virus. Issues in physical activity are, sedentary lifestyle, illness and death of 

physical activity practitioners, overweight, obesity cancer, overfeeding, underfeeding, 

infections heart disease, and  hormonal imbalance as well as cardiovascular diseases.  
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Introduction 

    Historically, man had been involved in physical activity partially or wholistically, 

depending on the level of involvement, ranging from leisure time hour or in pursuance of 

acquiring daily bread for survival. World Health Organization (2018) defines physical 

activity as any bodily movement produced by skeletal muscles that require expenditure-

including activities undertaken while working, playing, carrying out household chores, 

travelling, and engaging in recreational pursuits. 

  “Physical activity” should not be confused with “exercise,” which is a subcategory of 

physical activity that is planned, structured, repetitive, and aims to improve or maintain one 

or more components of physical fitness (WHO, 2018). While sports on the other hand, is an 

activity involving physical exertion and skill in which an individual or team competes against 

another or others for entertainment. Sport is a human activity capable of achieving a result 

requiring physical exertion and / or physical skill, which by its nature and organization, is 

competitive and is generally accepted as being a sport (Australia sport Commission, 2020). 
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 Over time sports and physical activity have been interrupted by several factors 

ranging from natural and man made disasters and according to BBC (2020), the COVID-19 

pandemic has caused the most significant disruption to the worldwide sport calendar since the 

World War II. Covid-19 is a highly transmittable and pathogenic viral infection caused by 

severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2(Sars-Cov-2), which started in Wuham China 

(science- direct.com). 

 In a bid to prevent and curtail the spread of the deadly virus, countries all over the 

world restricted movement and gathering of   humans, tremendously. Airports, worshipping 

centres, schools and others public places were shutdown, leading to stay in doors policy, 

social distancing and wearing of nose mask as well as regular washing of hands and avoiding 

body contact. As a result of the pandemic, gyms, stadiums, pools, dance and fitness centres, 

physiotherapy venues, parks and playgrounds were all closed down (Los Angeles Times, 

2020). Owing to the closure of these sporting facilities and venues, as well as restriction of 

human movement, sports and physical activity were put on hold, but with dire consequences. 

Therefore, it is the intention of this paper to examine the issues in sport and physical activity 

as a result of COVI-19 pandemic. 

 

The Evolution of Sports 

 The documented history of sports goes back at least 3,000 year. In the beginning, 

sports often involved the preparation of war or training as a hunter, which explains why so 

many early games involved the throwing of spears, sticks, and rocks, and sparing one-on-one 

with opponents (Bellis, 2020). The history of sports extends back to the Ancient world. The 

physical activity that developed into sports had links with ritual, warfare and entertainment. 

As one delves further back on history, dwindling evidence makes theories of the origins and 

purposes of sport more and more difficult to support (en.m.wikipedea.org). 

 Prehistorically, cave paintings found in the lascanx caves in France appear to depict 

sprinting and wrestling in the upper Paleolithic around 15,300 years ago. Cave paintings in 

the Bayankhongor Paovine of Mongolia dating back to the Neolithic Rock,  depicts  

swimming  and archery being practiced around 10,000 BCE, and prehistoric cave paintings in 

Japan depict a sport similar to sumo wrestling (en.m.wikipedea.org). 

 Regardless of game origins, the industrial revolution and mass production brought 

increased leisure which allowed more time to engage in playing or observing spectator sport.  

With the advent of mass media and global communication, professionalism became prevalent 

in sports, and this furthered sports popularity in general (The New York Times, 2012). 

 With the increasing values placed on those who won also came the increased desire to 

cheat, and some of the most common ways of cheating today involve the use of performance-

enhancing drugs such as steroids (The New York Times, 2012). Twenty-first century sport is 

a global enterprise whose manifestations reverberate   beyond the playing fields, stadia and 

separate offices. Elite  sport in particular have such significant economic clout that it has 

become dominant power in regional and national political economics, prompting trade deals 

and changes in government policy for the sake of winning the right to host a global mega-

event (Nawright and Pope, 2017). 

 Fundamentally anti-democratic and neoliberal economic foundations underpinning 

much of global sport development have been named and shamed during the past two decades. 
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The world’s two largest sporting organizations, the international Olympic Committee (IOC) 

and (FIFA), have both faced major  corruption crises and have been forced to instigate 

fundamental reforms (Nawright and Pope, 2017). It has been clearly demonstrated in bidding 

processes. local community interests and democratic practices are often subverted as business 

and government align in support of events-driven economics as a pro-growth strategies. 

Business and political leaders embrace this powerful financial capitalism which also controls 

all the trade on the planet  

 

Historical Background of Physical Activity 

 Physical activity started from the dawn of mankind to around 10,000 BC  when men 

had a constant voice in the back of their head saying “Run for your life”.  Physical 

development followed a national path that was determined by the practical demands of life in 

a wild landscape as well as the vital need to avoid threats and seize opportunities for survival 

(artofmanliness.com). 

 Man’s movement demands consisted of locomotion, the manipulation of tools and 

natural objects (rocks, tree limbs, etc) and defense. To survive in harsh environment full of 

natural and human obstacles and enemies, early man had to know not only how to run, but 

also walk, balance, jump, crawl, climb, lift, throw and catch things, and fight. The strength 

and mobility of early man was not developed through structured programmes, methods, or 

schedules, but rather was forged by the daily, instinctive, necessity-driven practice of highly 

practical and adaptable movement skills (artofmanliness.com). 

 As we enter the 21st century, one of the greatest accomplishments to be celebrated is 

the continuous pursuit of fitness since the beginning of man’s existence. Throughout 

prehistoric time, man’s quest for fitness has been driven by the desire to survive through 

hunting and gathering. Today, though no longer driven by subsistence requirements, fitness 

remains paramount to health and well-being. Fitness emanated from regular physical activity 

performance (www.unm.edu). 

 

The Emergence of COVID-19 Pandemic 

  In December 2019, almost seven years after the MERS 2012 outbreak, a novel 

coronavirus  surfaced in Wuhan in the Hubei region of China. The outbreak rapidly gear and 

spread to neighouring countries (Frontiers in.org). 

 The new initial name was later changed to severe acute respiratory syndrome 

coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) and the disease it causes is now referred to as coronavirus 

Disease-2019 (COVID-19) by the world Health Organization. The virus was respected to 

have begun its spread in the Huanan seafood wholesale market in the Wuhan region. The 

second possibility was that pangolins could be the wild host of SARS-CoV-2, though the 

most likely possibility is that the virus originated from bats. Increasing evidence according to  

experts  now  collectively reveal that  the virus has a natural origin in bats, as with previous 

such respiratory viruses  (frontiersin.org) 

 

Interface between COVID-19 and Sports 

Sports participation globally was really affected, and the pandemic had caused the 

most significant disruption to worldwide sports calendar since the World War II. Across the 
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world and to a varying degree of sports events had been cancelled or postponed (BBC, 2020). 

According to masterstudies.com, Covid-19 had widespread effect on sporting events with 

sport bodies all over the world postponing or shutting events completely. From the 

postponement  of the  Tokyo Olympics and the European Championship to the cancellation 

of the Wimbledon for the first time since World War ll, the impact of COVID-19 is huge . 

Aside from the disappointed athletes and fans, the monetary ramifications are considerable. 

Media networks that have already paid billions of dollars for life sports were apprehensive of 

losing their money. 

Revenues from broadcasting deals, sponsorship contracts and match tickets almost 

dried up. The business model for many sports was under threat, and has to adapt to counter 

the COVID-19. The global value of the sports industry is estimated at US$756 billion 

annually in the face of COVID-19. Many millions of jobs were at risk globally, not only for 

sports professionals, but also for those related retail and sporting services industries  

connected  with leagues and events, which include:  travel, tourism, infrastructure 

transportation, catering and media broadcasting (www.un.org). In Nigeria the national sports 

festival that was to hold in April 2020 was postponed to 2021, and also a host of other major 

sporting events too. 

 

Interface between COVID-19 and Physical Activities 

       BBC News   reported that over 100 countries worldwide  implemented  full or partial 

lockdown measures as of late March, 2020 affecting billions of citizens. Severity of   

measures differs, but they all aim at limiting social contacts, which  implies opportunities to 

move around, while quarantined and social distancing measures seems indispensable, 

possible detrimental social psychological health and economical consequences must also be 

considered (Fehr & Pealman (2020). 

The COVID-19 pandemic means that many people stayed at home and sitting down 

more than they usually do. It Is hard for lots of people to do the sort of exercise they normally 

do. It’s even harder for people who don’t usually do a lot of physical exercise. 3 to 4 minutes 

of light intensity physical movement, such as walking or stretching will help ease muscles 

and improve blood circulation and muscular activities. Regular physical activity benefits both 

the body and mind. It can reduce blood pressure, also help manage weight and reduce high 

risk of heart disease, stroke, and type2 diabetes and various cancers conditions that can 

increase susceptibility to COVID-19. 

Regular physical activity improves bone and muscles strength and increase balance 

flexibility and fitness. For older people activities that improves balance help to prevent falls 

and injuries. It can help give our daily routine and be a way to stay in contact with family and 

friends, also for our mental health and reducing the risk of depression, cognitive decline and 

delay the onset of dementia and improves overall feelings (WHO 2020). Physical activity 

results in profound movement of leukocyte in blood and tissue. Many researchers theorize 

that being physically active increase immunosurvilliance against infectious pathogens 

including viruses. COVID-19 diagnosis the respiratory system of humans, thereby reducing 

respiratory functions of would be physical activity participants (Woods 2020).  

COVID-19 as a novel virus, triggers more expansive tissue damage in the heart. Heart 

muscles infection lead to myocardial infection, heart failure, and arrhythmia. Systematic viral 
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infection also cause an inflammatory reaction that irritates the lining of the arteries in the 

coronary arteries, leading to plaque structure with clot infections and hence either fatal 

arrhythmia or local hypoxia and cardiac tissue death. In COVID-19 infection time period, 

atypical activity is not commended during any systematic viral disease, because the 

inflammatory reaction within the muscle cells and coronary artery walls puts an affected 

individual at risk for sudden cardiac death during and after the infection. Data from post 

mortem analysis is showing this to be true among COVID -19 patients also, and the 

accompanying myocardial scaring leaves individual at risk for sudden cardiac death for 

lifetime (Inciade, Lupi, Zaccone, & Raffo, 2020). 

      Physical activity results in profound movement of leukocytes in blood and tissues 

many researchers theorize that being physically active including viruses. COVID-19 

diagonioses the respiratory system of humans thereby reducing respiratory functions of 

would be physical activity participants. Physical activity is crutial to cardiovascular health 

and deemed essential during the pandemic. Part of the strategy to reduce the spread of the 

virus as through social isolation ruins the risk of reduced physical activity with potential long 

term consequences (Wood 2020). 

COVID-19 as a novel virus triggers more extensive tissue damage in the heart. Heart 

muscles infection leads to myocardial infection, heart failure and arrhythmia systematic virus 

infections also cause an inflammatory reaction that irritates the living of arteries. In the 

coronary arteries inflammation allows tars in the tissues holding plaques in place leading 

either fatal arrhythmia or local hypoxia and cardiac tissue death. COVID-19 infection 

increase risk of cardiac damage and cardiac death during  exercise and the increased risk may 

extend into the post infection time period. Physical activity is not recommended during any 

systematic viral disease because the inflammatory reaction within the muscle cells and 

coronary artery walls put on affected individual at risk for sudden cardiac death during and 

after the infection. Data form post mortem analysis is showing this to be true for COVID -19 

patients also and the accompanying myocardial scanning leaves individuals at risk.(Bonow, 

Fonarow,O, Gara 2020) 

 

Summary and Conclusion 

Sport and physical activity were going on smoothly on day to day basis and suddenly 

from nowhere surfaced the COVID-19 Pandemic. The diseased virus led to closure and 

shutdown of sports facilities, education institutions national and state centres due to stay at 

home policy all over the boarders were also shutdown with heavy restriction of movement 

within cities and towns. Athletes and fitness enthusiast were shutdown and isolated in their 

homes. This led to serious sedentary living style and had negative impact on their physical 

wellbeing. Among these include loss of fitness profile, overweight, loss of revenue, for self 

employed athletes loss of contacts due to restrictions to travel. Among sports organizers the 

media lost billions of dollars on payment for non executed contracts, sports journalist were 

isolated and stranded in their homes some coaches and athletes were killed by the pandemic 

and some lost their jobs too. Major competitions and championships were postponed and 

some cancelled. The Olympics was postponed to 2021 and virtually all sports were affected 

by this postponement. Dreams were shattered and millions of Dollars used by athletes and 

coaches went down the drain. 
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Recommendations 

The follow were the recommendation made for this paper   

1. Government and non-Governmental bodies and organizations should create the 

enabling environment for sports and physical activity to trive by opening of all 

stadiums, playgrounds and public fields. They should sanitize the environment and fix 

faulty facilities and equipments. 

2. Government of all tiers should assist athlete with funds to cope with the devastating 

effects of the pandemic. 

3. All guidance rules and regulations regarding the return of sports and physical activity 

must follow as set forth by the national, state, local government and health 

departments. 

4. All facilities, coaches, leagues, and competitions directors should monitor 

recommendations and directives set forth by the government of all tiers 

5. Competitions and championship that were postponed should be done with the Covid-

19 regulations. 

6. Physical activity participants and practitioners should start from simple to complex 

methods and formulate. 

7. All lost sporting calendars should be covered with time. 

8. Strenuous physical activity should be resolved for text coming year. 
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